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COLLOQUE DE PHYSIQUE 
Colloque C6, suppl6ment au n022, Tome 51, 15 novembre 1990 

THE NN INTERACTION 

Theoretical Physics Institute, University of Minnesota, 119 Church 
Street, Physics Bldg., Minneapolis, MN 55407, U.S.A. 

Abstract A review of NN interaction models is presented starting from perturbative and nonperturbative 
qq interactions in QCD. Spin structure of baryons and mesons is compared and mechanism of spin- 
orbit cancellation in excited baryons is explained. Classification of quark and gluon exchanges in NN 
at high and low energies is given, and the Pomeron structure is elaborated as a two-gluon glueball, by 
inspecting recently computed glueball Regge-trajectories, The quark potential models of NN 
interaction with and without Quark Compound Bag (QCB) are discussed and the quark origin of the 
short-range NN repulsion is reviewed. The NN spin effects are discussed in meson exchanges, Regge- 
analysis and quark potential models. 
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1. Introduction. Duality, t-channel and S-channel poles. 

There are nowadays many approximate approaches to the theoretical description of the NN interaction, 
which one can divide into three groups: i) t-channel and ii) S-channel dynamics iii) combination of t-channel 
and S-channel. 

This division has a limited sense. In the first group one has the meson exchange model (MEM) at low 
(up to 300MeV) energy [l-51, MEM with n production and A channel up to I f  2GeV [6-71, the Regge 
method at larger energies Tlab 2 3 + 5 GeV [8-101. In the second group one has the first formulation of 
the QCB model (without ME) [ll], and more generally, the P matrix approach [12]. 

In a sense, the approaches of these two groups are dual to each other; one can reproduce the NN 
amplitude as an (infinite) sum over t-channel meson exchanges with however heavy mesons or as a sum 
over all possible S-channel poles. For practical reasons one should keep only few first terms and then try to 
compare with experiment. Here one meets with surprises, specific for the NN system. Indeed, for the m 
system, the t-channel approach immediately fails to reproduce the S-channel p-meson and one needs poles 
in all three channels, the situation is far from the potential one. In the NN case, however, S-channel poles 
are of two kinds: the deuteron and its singlet companion are of molecular type are very wide and lie above 
Tlab =400 MeV [13]. Therefore the first approach i) is adequate at  small energy, say Tlab <400 MeV where 
MEM works pretty well [l-51 and at large energy, Tlab >3GeV, where Regge theory is applicable because 
all S-channel resonances overlap and the most important physical phenomenon is smooth inelasticity. 
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The second approach, ii) e.g. the original QCB formulation [U], takes into account explicitly the 6q 
states and is adequate in the gap 20MeV< TIab <l-3 GeV. However to make quantitative description of NN 
data in the region 0 5 Tlab <l-3  GeV one needs to include both t-channel MEM and S-channel 6q poles. 
That was successfully done in the full version of the QCB model by several groups: ITEP [14], Amsterdam 
[l51 and recently in the related approach by the Argonne gro'up 1161. 

By now we have definite evidence that MEM even with A channels and ?r production cannot reproduce 
NN data, e.g. polarized cross sections at energies above 1 GeV [17]. It is also clear of course that MEM 
cannot reproduce dibaryonic resonances, since the latter are 6q states occurring due to the qq dynamics. In 
a similar fashion the quark potential model (QPM) developed, combining both perturbative qq interaction 
and meson exchanges (see [18, 191 for a review). In the present form it is limited to the energies Tlab <400 
MeV and is still rather qualitative. 

In this talk I will review all these approaches and compare latest results versus experiment. As it is 
the combined approach is rather successful, however this combination is phenomenological and need more 
theoretical grounds. 

The microscopic basis of the NN interaction and nucleon structure is QCD. The quark-gluon picture 
does actually unify S-and t-channel approaches in a general framework, as we shall discuss below in Sec- 
tion 4. The fundamental interaction is the interaction of quarks and gluons, specifically perturbative and 
nonperturpative forces between quarks. In the framework of the QPM the qq, qa perturbative interaction 
has been used to predict properties of mesons and baryons [20, 211. The QPM gives some qualitative 
understanding of NN interaction at small distances [18, 191. Recently, progress has been made in treating 
nonperturpative QCD effects, providing confinement [22]. This progress allows to take into account non- 
perturpative interaction between quarks and treat the baryon structure and large distance NN interaction 
1231. An important element in the low-energy hadron physics is the spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking 
(SCSB), which singles out pionic degrees of freedom and allows to write the effective QCD Lagrangian at 
low energies as chiral effective Lagrangian (CEL) [24] for pions and vector mesons. The extreme realization 
of this approach is the skyrmeon picture of the nucleon and NN interaction [25], which is outside of the 
legitimate region of applicability of CEL. We shall discuss CEL and recently suggested instanton-based 
NN interaction at the end of the talk. We also will say several words about perturbative QCD effects in 
the NN interaction. 

2. The qq Forces in &CD 

The perturbative interaction between quarks can be written as [26]; 

where V,(r) = -?, tr,-generators of SU(N,), trtatb = $6ab, 

.. .. 
with L(U) = (Fj - 5 )  X Gi, and 

This interaction can be trusted not only for heavy quarks, but also for light ones provided quark trajectories 
are separated by a fixed small distance and relative time is ignored [27, 281. 

For quarks in the baryon we have -tat; = 3,  (N, = 3), and for the qa system we have a twice larger 
value. 

In addition to the short-distance perturbative interaction we have the nonperturpative (NP) one, which 
in the method of vacuum correlators (MVC) [22, 231 can be expressed in terms of "non-abelian" and 
"abelian" correlators D(x) and Dl(x) respectively [22, 23, 281: 

 nonp pert - -  pert + ~;Igert + v;pert + ~ ; ~ t  
( 5 )  

where all terms were calculated in [22, 281, the asymptotics at large r for the first term coincides with that 
found long ago [29] by strong coupling lattice method 



Both 5 and C, are calculated through D and D1 122, 281. The asymptotics of VLS is [28] 

+.  
which has the form of the Thomas precession term. Here Fie = Fj - Fo, L(") = Fjo X Gi, and r'o(t) is the 
position of the string junction a t  the time t. 

Now and vgFt are short ranged and relatively less important, than their perturbative counter- 
parts, e.g. for charmonium and bottomonium ground states they give less then 20% of the perturbative 
interaction. 

We now first discuss how good description one has with these forces for qq, i.e. charmonium and 
bottomonium. A simple parametrization of D(x) and Dl(x) has been done for these systems in (301 with 
very good description of ground and excited states. We note that all spin splittings are expressed through 
D and D1 and therefore we cross check our dynamical input. 

Now all parameters (in (6)-(7) only b and CO are present) are fixed by qq and we can apply the 
interaction (1-7) to  the 3q system. 

For light quarks the interaction (1-4, 6,7) has been used in QPM t o  successfully describe the spectrum 
of mesons in [20-211. The reason for the validity of QPM for mesons can be traced to the fact, that the local 
interaction (1-4, 6, 7) can indeed be rigorously derived from QCD when the period of motion of quarks Tq 
is much larger than the correlation length Tg of the QCD vacuum [23]. As we shall see in the next section, 
situation with baryons has been more cryptic. 

3. Sp in  Effects i n  Baryons  

The string junction potential (6) with a good accuracy can be replaced by a sum of pair potentials [29, 

where 3 5 A 5 -& and suggested value is A=0.54 [29]. Instead many prefer t o  write (8) in the form 

which for the nucleon gives X=0.5. The form (9) is incorrect for six (or more) quarks, both because six 
quarks do not interact pairwise and tpt: operator produces Van der Wads forces [31]. We shall discuss 
further this point in section 7. For the central potential (9) the spectrum of baryons has been successfully 
computed in a universal (for mesons and baryons) model (321 with the interaction ( l ) ,  (5) assuming scalar 
interaction (8). With relativistic type kinetic energy operators the baryons has been computed in (201. In 
both cases the S-wave states are described reasonably well. 

The nonperturpative QCD approach.for low lying baryons is now under consideration [28]. It was 
shown earlier, that  the proper-time method used there yields relativistic kinetic energy and interaction is 
close t o  that of (201 except for nonperturpative interactions which are missing in [20]. 

There is a problem with the spin-orbit forces for the I-excited states however (331. The perturbative 
spin-orbit (PSO) term has been claimed to overestimate LS splitting [33] and therefore in it was often 
dropped altogether. 

This is in contrast to the qp charmonium case, where P S 0  is not enough and one should increase 
a, for the P S 0  term as compared to  a, for Coulomb to  get agreement with experiment [30]. There the 
nonperturpative spin-orbit (NPSO) is small (W 20% of PSO) and cannot cure the problem. 

However for baryons the situation is different, since P S 0  enters with the color coupling coefficient 4 
as compared to  the qq case, while the coefficient of NPSO, Eq.(7) is the same for 3q and qq, moreover the 
NPSO contain inverse distance to  the string junction (which in nucleon is a t  the center of mass), while 
P S 0  term contains inverse cubic interquark distance. This results in relative damping of P S 0  vs. NPSO 
terms. To make comparison more quantitative, take 3 quarks a t  symmetric positions at  distance R from 
the center rotating quasiclassically inside the plane around the center. Then we have for 3q: 
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which changes sign at R = &, = (*) E 0.35 fm (for or, = 0.39) For qq at  distance R we instead 

have 

which changes sign at R = b ( q q )  = 0.83 fm. We plot both functions VLS on Fig. 1. 

l Distance (fin) 

FIGURE 1 - The spin-orbit potentials for the qij and 3q systems as functions of distance R. 

One can see, that most qtj systems lie in the region, where PS0 dominates and brings about the so-called 
"Coulomb ordering": 

m (.l = L + S) > m(J = (L - S() (12) 
For the 3q systems in lowest states the situation is critical, since cancellation occurs, as one can see in Fig. 
1 for systems of a size of 51 fm. 

Only excited 3q systems may exhibit the so-called "Thomas orderingN 

We note at this place that SO interaction in nuclei, yielding observed shell structure, has exactly "Thomas 
orderingN, and since the self-consistent SO field in nucleus is an averaged SO interaction between nucleons, 
we expect that SO in NN at low energies is predominantly negative, i.e. exhibits the "Thomas ordering." 
The experimental data suggest that this is the case [3, 41. A questions arises: "how can one explain the 
"Thomas sign" of NN SO interaction starting from the "Coulomb sign" of qq SO interaction at small 
distances and its vanishing at intermediate distances (see Fig. 1). In the next sections we try to answer 
this question. 

We conclude this section mentioning that the sum of PT and NP qq interactions can successfully explain 
the structure of the low lying mesons and baryons. In the next sections we shall see that the NN interaction 
is not so well understood in the same framework. 

4. From qq to NN Interaction 

To go over from qq interaction to NN interaction one should take into account confinement requirements 
more fully. The NP interaction between the quark and the string junction vanishes as r2 at small distances 
and grows as r a t  large [28], therefore one can visualize the NP interaction as an elastic film stretched 
between quark trajectories and the string junction trajectory ( "stretched" means that the resulting surface 
has a minimal area). For two nucleons we start with the situation when all distances between quarks in 
N N  6q are small so that lowest order perturbative one gluon exchanges (OGE) are important, while NP 
interactions can be neglected. Then one has the following picture, favored by the &PM approach. 

FIGURE 2~ - The quark- interchange NN interaction FIGURE 2 B  - The TWO- gluon exchange NN interactio, 



For this picture to be true all qq distances should be r,20.3 + 0.4fm, 

since at larger distances a.(r) = &ln& becomes a, > 1 for A = 0.3GeV7 and perturbative theory is 
invalid. Therefore we expect the QPM approach to NN using only P T  qq interaction to be reasonable for 
TNN z0.3fm (confining force is used inside each nucleon). When distance rNN grows one meets the problem 
of "white barrier1', which can be formulated as follows: 

i) Only gauge-invariant ("white") objects can propagate in the vacuum. This is the property of gauge 
invariance of the vacuum. The vacuum average of any colored object is zero. 

ii) Color constituents of any white object are affected at  large distances by a strong linear rising 
potential, which may be visualized as a string. This is the property of confinement, which one obtains in 
a simple way in the VCM [22, 231. 

iii) Any two white objects are interacting via exchange of only white objects. This is again a property 
of gauge invariance. 

iv) The spectrum of white objects in QCD has the lowest mass larger than zero (the existence of the 
mass gap in the spectrum - it is assumed that pion mass is non zero). 

The "white barrier" means that only white objects are emitted beyond the range of the order of the 
confinement radius, ~>O.5fm. To generalize the mechanisms of Fig. 2 to any distance between quarks we 
must stretch the film (i.e. introduce NP qq, qg and gg interactions in the framework of VCM) between 
quarks, and string junction line, and between qq trajectories. The "film" between gluons has times larger 
tension and is actually a double film, which can be depicted as a tube. Therefore the graphs of Fig. 2 a,b, 
transform into those of Fig. 3 a, b. 

FIGURE 3~ - The meson-strip exchange FIGURE 38 - The gluon-cylinder exchange 

Figure 3a corresponds to  meson exchanges between nucleons, and actually contains all possible (by quantum 
numbers) mesons in the t(u)-channel. large distances between nucleons, when the length of the strip 
becomes larger than the inverse mass splitting in the meson spectrum, only the lowest mass mesons 
contribute. Figure 3b is a two-gluon glueball exchange, where gluon lines are depicted by double solid 
lines. The gluons can attach to the nucleon film at any point of the surface (these points are depicted by 
encircled dots in Figure 3b) including the quark lines on the boundary. 

The same graphs occur at large energy, here one can classify them in the framework of the "topological 
expansion" [35]. 

The Fig. 3a goes over into the Reggeon exchange diagram in the U-channel, while Fig. 3b is the 
so-called "cylindrical diagram", corresponding to the pomeron exchange [35]. The difference between the 
Reggeon and meson exchanges can be  clarified by unitary cutting the corresponding graphs. The Reggeon 
graphs contain many particles produced in the intermediate states which shows that the "film" for Reggeon 
graphs becomes complex, i.e. contains many hadron i.e. quark lines inside, while the "filmN of ground 
state mesons and nucleons is real and does not contribute to unitarity relation in S-channel. 

We now look closer at the glueball exchange diagram, Fig. 3b, since it should go over into a leading 
diagram - Pomeron exchange - at large (> 3 + 5GeV) energies. One can identify the "cylindrical" diagram 
of Fig. 3b at  large energies by the multiplicity it produces in the cross-section. Indeed cutting through the 
cylinder part vertically in Fig. 3b gives twice the multiplicity one obtains from cutting simple film diagrams 
like Fig. 3a. This indeed can be traced in the experiment comparing elastic and charge-exchange reactions, 
since for the latter pomeron exchange diagram is absent. We can now check whether our identification 
of glueball exchange and pomeron exchange diagrams is reasonable. To this end we draw on Fig. 4 the 
highest glueball trajectory with positive signature and C=+17 obtained in [36], for which we know states 
with JPC = 2++, 4++ and the slope a; = $af, Z $ . 0.85GeV-2 
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FIGURE 4 - Glueball Spectrum and vacuum pomeron trajectory. Squares are J"' states with P=C=+, 
circles for J-+ states. 2++ and 0++ states are shown by thick bars. 

One can see that; 

i) the trajectory passing through 2++ and 4++ indeed has the indicated slope, cub = 0.4GeV -' 
ii) the intercept J(M2 = 0) is at J = 1 within some uncertainty region. 

This confirms the idea that pomeron consists of interacting gluons [37]. In perturbative QCD pomeron 
has been treated as two-gluon ladder with perturbative gluon exchanges, which yields a cut in the complex 
j-plane [38]. A nonperturpative study of two-gluon exchange was done in [39]. Our results [36] in Fig. 4 
take into account both perturbative and nonperturpative exchanges and yield a pole around j = 1, which 
produces correct asymptotic behavior, U,,, W ~j (~) - '~ ( lns )  (see [40] for discussion). 

Thus we have in general for NN system two mechanisms which can be called 

i) qq-strip or meson-strip exchange, corresponding to Fig. 3a. 

ii) gluon-cylinder exchange, corresponding to Fig 3b. Each strip or cylinder is characterized by its 
width in the space-time of the order of hadronic size, 0.5 + 0.7fm; and by its length R which is roughly 
the distance between nucleons. Analytically the strip (cylinder) is the qtj (gg) Green function G written 
as a path integral over q and q (g) paths with boundary conditions defined by the lines, where the strip 
(cylinder) attaches to nucleons. 

Depending on R we have two regimes at small to intermediate energies 

a) Beyond "white barrierN R + CO . (R >> Tg 0.3 t 0.5fm) 

Gcyl. (R + CO) = k = glueballs ~s(mk)dmk 

where p(m) is the resonance mass density in the t-channel. Note, that taking into account the width r, e.g. 
decay of the lowest mass glueball O++ + na  mixes (14) and (15), but one can distinguish both exchanges 
because (15) is flavor singlet, while (14) contains all flavor non-singlet states. In this region the meson 
exchange approach applies which we discuss in the next section. 

b) Inside the "white barrier": R < 0.5fm. For small R and small inter-quark (inter-gluon) distances the 
strip goes over into the quark exchange diagram, e.g. Fig 2a, while the cylinders exchange goes over into 
the two-gluon exchange diagram of Fig 2b. Here one can use perturbative QCD and the corresponding 
evolution equations for six quarks [41]. As an approximation we shall also discuss below in Section 7 the 
QPM. At large energies (Tlab >> mn) and small t G.,,;, goes over into the sum over Reggeon exchanges 
with a leading trajectory having the largest j(t) at a given t. In the same conditions Gcyl can be represented 
as a sum over pomeron exchange and daughter pomeron trajectories [35]. Note the difference between this 
regime and the regime (15): in the latter the dominant exchange at large R is the 0++ gluebaexchange with 
0.4 < m(O++) 5 lGeV, (the lowest mass exchange); in the Regge regime the leading (pomeron) trajectory 
is that of 2++ and 4++ glueballs, while O++ belongs to the non-leading trajectories. 

It is natural to consider the 0++ glueball exchange as an important ingredient of NN dynamics; due 
to its decay into 2n it should mix with the 2a state, and we shall use this state as a prototype of the a 
meson, which is used in MEM as a main source of the medium range attraction in the NN interaction. 

5. Meson-exchange Approach.Spin-dependent Effects 

The t-channel or U-channel exchange of mesons produces the NN potential of a general form 



where each of V$ = V:) + ( ~ ~ & ) v i ) ,  and n refers to the type of messon. The form of each V:) is that of 
Yukawe multiplied with form-factors and a polynomial of (&), see [5] for exact expressions. 

In the Table 1 we list the contributions of different meson exchanges; entries in the Table are the 
asymptotic signs of different terms in (16) whenever they are nonzero. 

Table 1 

Contributions of meson exchanges to difTerent potential terms in Eq. (26) 

Since the properties of OBE potentials are well known [l-51, we only make few comments about the 
results in comparison with experiment. 

i) First, one can reliably use OBEP only outside the "white barrierrt range, i.e. a t  r > 0.4 c 0.5fm, 
which corresponds to c.m. momentum of 0.5GeV/c, so that in the energy region Tlab 5 0.4 + 0.5GeV. 

ii) The OPEP tensor force is long ranged, in contrast to the short-range force from pert. and nonpert. 
gluon exchange. 

iii) The NN hyperfine interaction contains both long range part due to OPE, and short-range due 
p-,W-exchange both of positive sign. 

iv) The LS force is medium-to-short range due to W, p and a exchange, with the sign opposite to pert., 
and coincides with the NP Thomas precession term in qq interaction. 

v) To get agreement with experiment even below Tlab=350MeV the Paris group used a phenomeno- 
logical short range part [2,3], while Bonn potential has to use a strong wNN coupling ( g  = 20) and high 
cut-off in form-factors (A = 2GeV) and Nijmegen potential [4] contains either a hard core, or a soft core. 

vi) One can compare quality of OBE potentials by the x2 value per data. The best potentials have 
been aroun 2-1.89 for Bonn '89 potential and 1.09 to 1.87 for different version of Nijmegen. Recent '88 
Nijmegen analysis [4] shows necessity of more accurate treatment of Coulomb and vacuum polarization 
effects, and pion exchange. 

vii) Of special importance is here the a exchange, which actually represents the major sonrce of at- 
traction. As we have discussed above, the cyclinder-exchange graph contains all glueball exchanges with 
the dominant contribution at large r from O++ with the mass 0.5+1 GeV 1361. This glueball is strongly 
mixed with the S-wave nn state due to a large width, and can be phenomenologirally represented by the 
correlated nn S- wave exchange, which in its turn can be simulated by a exchange [l-51, with m, = 0.55 
and 0.7 GeV for T = 1 and T = 0 channels respectively [5]. Note, that there are no qq L = 1 candidates 
in this region (they have mass above 1 GeV), nor a q2q2 state (the latter probably reveals itself in the f, 
meson, with mass 975 MeV). 

Therefore it seems to be reasonable to associate a exchange with the glueball 0++ exchange. (exchange 
of other glueball states should be less important due to smaller width of these states). 

6. NN Interaction and Spin Effects in the Regge Analysis 

The contribution of Regge poles to the NN amplitude can be written in the form [g-101 

where -/,(t) is the energy-independent residue fitted to the data, and 

[I + a,exp(-inc~,)] ma(0)-' 
G,(t, S) = - sinna, (Eo) exp (-a: . I t l ( ~ n C  - in/2)) 

E0 
(17) 

where U,, a,(t) are signature and Regge trajectory respectively, E = &, E. = 1GeV. For small t one 
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approximates a,(t) = cr,(O) + ah(O)t, at large energies the leading spin-dependent contributions come from 
single spin-flip terms and the corresponding amplitude has the form [l01 

~ x p "  
M(s, t) = Mo(s, t )  + ia'niil(s, t), n' = - 

IP X P'l 

and p, p' are momenta of incident and scattered nucleon. Correspondingly we can write -ya = -1, + iCii-yal, 
all coefficients .y,, y,l, a,(o), aL(0) are found from the fit to  the experimental data on rN,  KN and NN and 
using the factorization theorm for the residues [g]. Then polarization is computed without new parameters 
and compared to the experiment in Fig. 5. One should note that polarization is asymptotically zero for 
the pomeron exchange [g] and occurs only due to the interference of pomeron and other Regeons (the 
P, P', p, w and A1 trajectories have been considered in [10]). Another consequence of that is vanishing 
of polarization at high energies, P 1 

./E 

FIGURE 5 - Pdarization in elastic pp scattering calculated using Regge analysis versus experiment (from [IQ]). 

One can see in Fig. 5, a reasonable agreement between theory and experiment. However the residue of the 
spin-flip amplitude is a phenomenological parameter, which cannot be found from the theory. 

7. From Meson Exchange to QCB Model 

As we have seen, the MEA is successful in describing data up to Elab =330MeV. To go to larger energies 
one must account for two physical effects: 

i) repulsion at small distances and/or large energies 

ii) inelastic meson production, which becomes substantial at Elab >lGeV. In the framework of the QCB 
model [l11 the repulsion occurs due to the fact, that the intrinsic 6q states force out NN wave function 
from small distances at  around the energy of the 6q level. Already this gives reasonable description of NN 
S-waves up to Elab 5 1GeV [ll].  In the later development the QCB model assumes the ME outside of QCB 
and some probability of NN presence inside QCB, which yields the energy-dependent NN potential of the 
form: 

where form-factors f, are linear in E, b is the QCB radius and E,, v=l, 2, 3, . . . are the energies of 6q 
states, which can be associated with the MIT-bag model, or simply fitted to experimental data. The first 
QCB analysis [l41 used a rather large value of the QCB radius b=1.4fm and two poles, v=l, 2. It has 
reproduced S-waves with good accuracy up to Elab=lGeV. An important property of the QCB method is 
that allows to deduce from the data position of 6q (dibaryon) resonances, even if those are wide, both in 
the P-matrix and S-matrix. The corresponding analysis for S-waves has been done in [13], and for other 
waves in [14]. 

The main advantage of QCB model is that it allows to describe phases up to several GeV-only increasing 
number of inelastic channels is a technical obstacle. An example of recent calculation [l41 is given in Fig. 
6. A recent investigation by the Free University (Amsterdam) group [l51 has revealed that both S-waves 
and all deuteron properties can be well described by the QCB potential with b = 19 1, 1 fm, and taking 
OBE of the Paris potential outside b. The inelastic channels have been treated in the framework of QCB 
in [16, 171, where the unitary TNN scattering theory has been developed. One of the problems of QCB has 
been a need for additional attraction in NN, which was obtained from the higher QCB 6q level in [14-151, 
while Fasano and Lee [16, 171 introduced the "Cloudy &CBN model, where OBE take place inside QCB. 

In a recent study [16] the same authors treated the coupled NN - NA channels up to 1 GeV with isospin 
l and keeping only OPE and short-range interaction in the separable form, like in the QCB model. The 
phases with J < 5 are described well together with inelasticities (except for ISo). The main achievement 



of [l61 is the description of energy dependence of polarized cross sections, shown by solid lines in Fig. 7, 
together with experimental points from [42]. One should have in mind that previous attempts to describe 
data without the short-range terms have been unsuccessful [17]. 

We also show in Fig. 8 the spin observables C N ~  and CLL. The trend of energy dependence is 
reproduced, but the model is probably too simple to achieve good accuracy and more OBE are needed. 

4 
-W 

- m  --- Rnr 

-4D " " " : l -  
?m 4W Em aw 

T, hev)  
FIGURE 6 - The 3S1 phase vs. energy in the QCB model ( Narodetskii [14]). 

The transvers (a) and longitudinal (b) polarization total cross section with QCB type. Short-range 
contributions [l61 (solid line) and without (171 (from [16]). 

Polarization observables CNN (1) and CLL (b) at BCM = 90° compared to data (from [16]). 

We now comment on recent and earlier experimental data on spin observables and their interpretation 
in the framework of boundary condition mode (BCM) [43]. The latter is dose to  the QCB model, and 
differs in the energy dependence of form-factors f,(r, E). Lomon and collaborators [44] exploited the 
Cloudy Bag Model (CBM) to predict 6q states around the mass value 2.7 GeV with quantum numbers 
'So, 3S1 - 3D1, IDZ. These masses are close to those obtained in QPM [45] and N 0.5GeV higher 
than predicted by MIT model. Lomon et al [44] have used BCM to calculate A- near M W 2.7GeV 
(Tlab 2.0GeV), with OBEP in the outside region of NN and OPE for NN, NA and AA.. 

The theoretical curve has a 20% structure in AmL, while experimental curve changes 2 times in 
the interval 200MeV near Tlab=2.0GeV. Another quantity, Aoono presented at  this conference [46], seems 
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to have a bump near TLab=2.2GeV, which agrees with a structure in analyzing power A,, in the reaction 
pp -t dn+ near M ~2 .7GeV [47] at three different angles. 

It is too early to make theoretical conclusions about that possible structure, since all theoretical calcu- 
lations of 6q states are still not reliable, especially those involving bag models. Moreover, the width of the 
dibaryons is very large (I' N 0.4GeV [13]) for S-states, and may be around r w0.2GeV for D-states [48]. 
This would give a rather smooth picture as compared to the experiment. 

8. Quark Potential Model (QPM) Approach t o  NN Interaction 

In QPM calculations one starts from perturbative qq interaction (1-4), where usually only the "Galilei- 
invariant" part of spin orbit is kept, i.e. with replacement in (2) Z('j) = L'(ji) = ej X (9) (see [18,49] 
for a discussion). There is no actual argument in favor of this approximation, which numerically can be 
poor. Another deficiency of QPM is the assumption, that confining part of qq interaction is given by (9) 
instead of (7), which is reasonable approximation only for one-baryon state. For 6 quarks (9) leads to color 
Van der Wads forces, whereas (6) is free of that difficulty. One should mention, that the flip-flop model 
[l81 is also free of Van der Wads forces, still it does not correspond to the force (6) deducted from QCD 
[23,28]. Nonperturbative spin-orbit qq potential is taken usually in the form (7) with the replacement 
Z(") -+ ( c j  X g j ) ;  + cj as for two-body potentials, which is different from (7) both qualitatively and 
quantitatively. 

As a recent example we quote a paper [50] where in addition to qq interaction discussed above with 
approximation *, **, an OBE with scalar, tensor and quadratic spin-orbit forces was considered. 
The RGM is used together with the procedure of constructing an equivalent local potential [l81 and a 
reasonably good agreement is obtained with experiment for phases with 1 =0+4. The OGE spin-orbit is 
essential in reproducing the data, especially in triplet-odd states. 

We must at this point note that QPM is only a model with unrealistic features, as we have discussed 
above, and exact agreement with experiment is less important than qualitative understanding of main 
quark mechanisms, which are reliable only at  small distances. Therefore we stress here two main features 
of QPM based NN interaction. 

i) The short-range repulsion due to 6q configurations. 

ii) Change of sign of OGE spin-orbit force due to rearrangement of quarks (Pauli principle). 

The first topic has been discussed in [18, 191, and we follow their line of reasoning. To discover repulsion at 
small distances one calculates the energy difference AV between 2 X ( O S ) ~  and quark configurations. 
The main contribution comes from Vss term and one obtains [l81 AV = 438MeV( 'So) and 341 MeV 
( 3S1). That was obtained for the single NN channel, however inclusion of A A  and hidden-color states CC 
gives similar results, if stability condition on the nucleon wave function is maintained [51]. The Moscow 
State University Group [52] stressed the importance of the [42] 6q state, with two quarks in the P-state. 
(see discussion and add references in [19]). If at small distances only [42] had existed, the S-state NN 
interaction would acquire a hard core similar to that in a - a scattering. In reality one has both 161 and 
[42] 6q states with are almost degenerate in energy [53], and their combine effect produces a soft core in 
S-wave NN scattering (191 

We note at this point that the NN repulsion due to the existence of 6q states (bags or potential bound 
states) is a general mechanism which occurs both in QCB and in QPM, when this 6q state has a larger mass 
than the NN energy considered [ll]. In the dual OBE picture repulsion is due to the w-exchange, which 
is trustworthy for r > 0.4fm; an old problem that NN repulsion cannot be explained by only w exchange 
with SU(3) value for wNN coupling, can now be resolved using the 6q channel in addition [54]. 

ii) The OGE spin-orbit terms are positive (repulsive) when t r  t! is negative, and counting the weights 
of different quark-gluon exchange diagrams one finds 1491 that effectively tq tf is negative. If one keeps only 
"symmetric" or Galilei-invariant part of OGE spin-orbit force, then the resulting short-range NN force is in 
general agreement with phenomenological potentials [49]. E.g. in [49] a good fit has been obtained for 3PJ 
phases keeping only symmetric OGE (repulsive) spin-orbit force between quarks, which creates a strong 
attractive force in NN. This change of sign is a result of RGM Agebra, since only exchange kernels are 
non-zero for OGE (the author is grateful to Prof. Fan Wang for a discussion of this point). However, the 
inclusion of nonperturpative SO terms may change even the sign of contribution (see discussion in Section 
3), so that the overall situation with short-range spin-orbit forces is still unclear, while the long-range SO 
force is attractive for all meson exchanges, as one can see in Table 1. 

We conclude this section with a recent paper [55] where an attempt was made to exploit within the 
QPM the chiral effective quark Lagrangian, derived earlier in [56]. Practically the model of [55] is a usual 



QPM with OGE and linear confinement of XiXi type (therefore containing Van der Waals forces) but in 
addition a and T exchange between quarks with form-factors containing -20 adjustable parameters. The 
latter have been fitted to baryon states. For the NN the RGM with two-center shell configurations have 
been used. A good description of 3S1 phase is obtained without new fitting parameters. An important 
result of [55] is that the S6 component of the 6q wave function is like a QCB bag, with no baryonic channel 
NN, AA, CC predominant. If in the QCB model one imposes a condition of orthogonality on the NN 
component to the 6q bag, the NN component develops a node, which works as a repulsive core. In [55] the 
nodal NN component is mainly due to s4p2 states. 

9. Instanton-based NN Interaction 

Instantons - the Euclidean solutions of Yang-Mills equations - admit zero quark modes (ZQM) [58] which 
are essential in the instantonic mechanism of SBCS [57]. ZQM are a source of multiquark interaction, which 
appears in the form of an effective Lagrangian [58]. For instantons of large size (small size p instantons are 
suppressed by the action factor exp(- &) ) one needs a model of interaction, which produces almost 
the same effective chiral Lagrangian (ECL) [57], however non-local: 

with 
dkdl . I f  7 5  

J ~ ) ( X )  = / -el(*-l,') ( 2 ~ ) ~  JYoM(1)$t(k)2+g(1) 

where f,g=l, ... Nr are flavor indices, M(k) is a momentum dependent quark effective mass, found from 
the consistency relation [57], M(0) zz 33OMeV, and g is the instanton density found from the gluonic 
condensate. 

The ECL (20) leads to SBCS [57], however (20) lacks color gauge invariance and confinement properties. 
Recently it was shown [59] that SBCS is a much more general phenomenon not specific to instanton-based 
models and occurs whenever lumps of self-dual field in vacuum can support nearly zero modes. The 
derivation of effective Lagrangian respecting both confinement and SBCS is now in progress [60]. 

Now what kind of qq interaction is produced by (20) (or its local variant in [58])? To this end one may 
use the bosonization representation. For Nr=2 the quartic Lagrangian becomes Yukawa-type bilinear with 
effective meson exchanges, the most important part is that of the pion exchange. One can see from Table 
1 that all meson exchanges give the same sign of Hyperfine interaction Vss as the OGE, and one may 
thus conclude that at least in a baryon the instanton-based ECL produces qualitatively the same spin-spin 
forces as OGE [61]. Parametrizing the former with the S-function radial dependence the authors of 1611 
found a net attraction from the instanton-induced interaction (111) in NN, which can be easily understood 
in terms of r and a exchanges. The 3q I11 produces however a repulsion which excludes existence of the H 
dibaryon. One may question the procedure of color averaging in [61], since I11 is not gauge invariant and 
does not respect confinement. Nevertheless this is a step in the right direction. 

10. Perturbat ive QCD Effects in  NN at High Energies 

Thus far we considered only small t region at  large energies S, which is described by Reggee theory 
[%l]. At large s and t,  e.g. when scattering angle B is fixed one can hope, that PQCD may explain at least 
some of the features, and indeed the scaling law -t pp) = f(B,,) is consistent with experiment for 
unpolarized cross-sections (for a discussion see [62]). However, the spin correlations  AN^, A are predicted 
by PQCD to be and 0 respectively, which is in strong contradiction with experiment [62, 631. As a 
possible explanation in [63,64] an interference of the PQCD and nonperturpativeperturbative background 
has been suggested. In [64] the authors take a resonant background of two J=L=S=l broad resonances 
with masses around f i  5.3GeV to explain ANN, deviations from the scaling law and color transparency 
irregularity 1621. If true, this explanation gives support to the importance of 6q and 6q(qij) QCB type 
resonances with large masses. The reason why these states may play role is in the sharp decrease of PQCD 
amplitudes ( N  s - ~ )  in that kinematic region 1621. 

11. Conclusion 

1. We have understanding of main QCD interactions at the fundamental level, both perturbative and 
non-perturbative, which is a good starting point for calucation of hadron structure and NN interaction. 
We now have the explanation of linear confinement [22, 231 and can implement confinement in strong 
interaction. We still do not know how to connect confinement and SBCS and do not have an effective 
Lagrangian implementing both phenomena. 

2. At the one-hadron level the PQCD and NPQCD qq (qq) forces provide reasonable explanation 
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of the hadron structure. The SBCS is not yet implemented fully, but pion exchanges sometimes added 
phenomenologically. 

3. There is understanding of spin structure of quarkonia and baryons. In lowest baryon states NP SO 
force cancels the perturbative one, in contrast to low-lying mesons, where PQCD SO dominates. 

4. In the  NN interaction at  short range we have understanding of repulsion starting from QCD in 
several models (QPM, QCB, etc.) as due to  intrinsic 6q states which have positive M(6q) - ~ M N .  

5. As t o  the NN SO force at  short distances, there is an indication that it is qualitatively deducible 
from SO qq force. 

6. The MEM correctly explains most bw-energy (Tlab < 400MeV) phenomena, including spin effects. 
The model is still phenomenological due to  the choice of form-factors, coupling constants and number of 
mesons. 

7. There is understanding of connection between low-energy region and Regge region. The structure of 
pomeron becomes clear as the two-gluon trajectory. More Regge- and eikonal-type calculations are needed 
for NN, including region of Tlab 3GeV and spin observables. It is now possible t o  start derivation of all 
Regge trajectories from QCD. 

8. Polarization data give extremely valuable information about NN dynamics and underlying quark 
structure. The difficulty here is that it is probably due to  interference of S-channel effect (6q ba.gs) and 
t-channel exchanges. At large energies the role of the latter is played by PQCD amplitude. 

9. We believe that future calculations of N and NN should start from an effective quark-chiral La- 
grangian, respecting confinement and SBCS, an  containing quarks pions and mesonic degrees of freedom. 
That Hamiltonian still does not exist. 
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